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T he B e au T y 
of  B a hi a

Cultures collide in the Brazilian city of salvador. 

a local woman looks out over 
the picturesque Porto de Barra 
from the historic seventeenth-

century Forte de santa Maria. 
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taring at the brightly hued 
walls, i am transported back 
to my university days. not 
because i am reminded of 
them, but because in those 
days i was surrounded by 
dull brown bricks. How 
much more inspired must 
Salvador ’s students be, 
learning within this coral-
coloured building? we are in 

the heart of Pelourinho, the city’s historic centre, where there is 
never a dull architectural moment. My eye is drawn to buildings 
painted pink, orange, turquoise and even a soft lemon wash. i’m 
wondering as to their original purpose when i spot a clutch of 
children peering from one of the second-storey windows. they 
laugh as members of our group wave up to them. 

the jewel of Brazil, Salvador was the country’s first capital. 
Founded by the Portuguese in 1549, it’s considered one of the 
oldest colonial cities in the Americas. in Pelourinho – it’s part 
of the upper town, separated from the lower by a 85-metre-high 
escarpment – classic colonial architecture still dominates. 
Designated a world Heritage Site by UneSCO in 1985 and subject 
to extensive restoration over the past three decades, Pelourinho 
is where visitors flock to view the likes of the São Francisco 
Convent and Church, constructed in the eighteenth century and 
displaying some of the finest Baroque decoration in the country. 
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locals perform capoeira in 
the streets of Pelourhino, 

inviting travellers and 
passers-by to look on.



inside the são Francisco Church. Much 
of its ornate sculpted gilt woodwork 
and the paintings were completed 
during the eighteenth century.





Market stalls line the streets of the old town. A woman 
dressed in a traditional bright green dress, her face enlivened 
by daffodil eye shadow and fuchsia lipstick, is running an acarajé 
stall. these fried bean fritters, often split and stuffed with pastes 
made from spices and dried shrimp, were introduced to Bahia 
by slaves from west Africa and they’re now considered one of 
Salvador’s most popular street food dishes. tourists interrupt 
her business for a photo; most then succumb to the temptation 
of her delicious offerings. Other stands are filled with colourful 
bracelets and touristy souvenirs. nearby, high school children 
are putting on a musical performance and people pause to take 
in the scene. it might only be a thursday afternoon, but the 
entire town seems so vibrant and alive.

A local man, who has a small fridge decorated with pictures 
of lemons and coconuts on his stall, offers me a drink. the icy 
mixture he hands to me is so refreshingly sweet that, even on 
this hot day, i am instantly cooled. 

As we continue through the town, we spot some local 
children splashing around in the puddles made by a hose and 
our guide, Gabriela, tells us today is national Children’s Day. As 
the kids continue to play, a parent hands over a paper bag full 
of burgers, and they squeal with delight. 

there is, however, another side to the city’s history. Salvador 
was the first slave port in the new world, with Africans originally 
brought here to work on the local sugar plantations. with them 
came a unique culture – dance, music, religion, food – that even 
today remains a colourful legacy. 

the famous Church of nosso Senhor do Bonfim is large but 
simple, a place where Catholicism is the major religion. But 
here, too, aspects of Candomblé, a form of worship derived 
from African Yoruba beliefs, are incorporated. when it was first 
brought to Brazil, the Portuguese colonisers forbade its practise. 
instead, slaves attended the Catholic churches and worshipped 
their Candomblé gods in secret. in the centuries since, the two 
have come to co-exist.

nosso Senhor do Bonfim is full of life as we enter. At the 
altar, families are clapping along to a hymn, while in a small 
room called the Sala dos Milagres (room of Miracles) next to the 
nave, wax replicas of body parts – arms, legs, hearts, lungs and 
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Children play in the streets of salvador (below) – and pose for 
photographs – during national Children’s Day celebrations; around the 
cross in front of the são Francisco Church in Pelourhino (opposite), 
members of the community come together to listen to local musicians.
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more – adorn the ceiling like decorations. Here, people leave 
offerings for the sick or recently healed.

Candomblé involves the worship of orixás (deities), who 
all serve the one god called Oludumaré. “the powerful spirits 
are prominent in everyday life,” explains Gabriela. Participants 
make offerings to their chosen deity, each one representing a 
force in nature. For example, Oxum is the goddess of beauty, 
fresh water and health, and Oxossi is the hunter. 

Outside the church, the gates are covered in thousands of 
coloured fitas, or wish ribbons. they are tied here (or knotted 
three times around the wrist) for good luck.

that night we have our own meeting with the spirits at the 
Balé Folclórico da Bahia (the Folkloric Ballet of Bahia). Artists 
and dancers dressed in white, red and vivid yellow – each colour 
representing a separate spirit – undulate until they appear to 
be overcome, their eyes rolling back as they move to the beat of 

tribal drums and religious chanting. the energy is so electrifying 
i’m left covered in goosebumps.

if experiencing Salvador’s spiritual orixás is a rite of passage, 
then so is tucking in to traditional Bahian cuisine. Coconut 
cream, coriander and ginger are hero ingredients here, but 
rather than simply letting a chef prepare traditional dishes for 
me in a local restaurant, i head to a cooking class at a home in 
Graça. if i was excited to learn with Moema Brocchini, the feeling 
only increases when she meets me at the door with her mother, 
internationally recognised Brazilian artist Maria Adair. the walls 
of the home are covered in her colourful abstract works, while 
each piece of homeware, from the dining table to the glassware, 
has been hand-painted in her signature style. 

Moema, who has a long history working in restaurants around 
the world, most notably in some top Parisian establishments, 
soon drags our attention back to the task at hand. First, she 
explains the importance of palm oil in traditional Bahian 
cooking. it gives dishes a distinct orange colour, although she 
reveals she only likes to use a small amount in her dishes.

in a large wok on the island bench, we mix together 
ingredients to create moqueca, a dish Brazilians have been 
making for more than 300 years. it is a seafood stew flavoured 
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a brightly adorned local stall owner (above) at her acarajé stand in 
Pelourinho; ribbons are tied to a fence outside Church of nosso senhor 
do Bonfim (opposite) to remember the saviour of Bahia.
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with onions, tomatoes, capsicum, banana and coconut cream. 
the smell of it is amazing, but i wasn’t prepared for just how 
delicious it would be. when it is finally cooked and we sit down 
to eat lunch, i almost immediately help myself to seconds.

Clearly Moema doesn’t trust our ability to create a dessert and 
serves up guava soufflé with cream cheese – a dish also known as 
romeo and Juliet – for dessert. this typical Brazilian delicacy is 
so scrumptious the table falls silent as everyone tucks in. 

when lunch is done and the plates cleared, Maria offers to 
take us on a tour of her home. Of course, everyone says yes. 
After all, how often are you given the chance to poke around a 
Brazilian artist’s atelier? 

Downstairs, she has styled each of the bedrooms to suit her 
children’s tastes. it’s her own room, however, that catches my 
eye. the bed has been placed on an angle to face a few of the 
large artworks she holds dear. even her quilt is hand-painted, 
with coloured stripes crisscrossing it. Her atelier downstairs is 
where the magic happens, and there is a work in progress on 
the bench. Our photographer asks if he can capture a portrait 
and she automatically sits down on her stool, grabs a brush 
and begins painting. Maria isn’t posing, but working. when 
he’s done, she tells him she needs to look over them. She has 
no qualm expressing which photos she doesn’t like. “i am a 
perfectionist,” she tells us. Looking around her tidy workspace, 
this isn’t hard to believe.

Back at the hotel in Pelourinho that evening, we hear loud 
drumming and singing in the distance. every night is a party in 
Salvador, so we decide to follow the sound. Strolling through the 
lanes and following the tribal beats, we easily find the source of 
the music. A large crowd has formed around a woman dancing 
in the middle of the street. Her movements are both free and 
captivating. the crowd sings and claps along to the beat of the 
drums as her red dress whips the air and she moves among 
the people gathered around her. Someone in the crowd even 
drenches her with water in the middle of her wild routine, but 
she tilts her head back to drink and continues to dance. Her 
moves are hypnotic. Gabriela looks at us and smiles. if rio is 
the heart of Brazil, then Salvador is its soul.

Vanessa GlaVan travels the world when she’s not advising 
others on where to go and what to do as a member of the 
Adventure World Travel team. Dan aVila (   @danavilapho-
tography) is a Perth-based photojournalist who loves to 
capture the sights of some of the world’s most remote locations.
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locals fill Porto de Barra beach on a hot national holiday (right); 
night-time entertainment in one of Pelourinho’s squares (opposite, 
top); a traditional capoeira class with renowned master Valmir santos 
Damasceno (opposite, below).

WelCoMe to 
salVaDor

Get there
salvador is a two-hour flight 
from rio de Janeiro. there 
are direct flights with LataM 
and avianca brazil.

Eat out 
at lunchtime, do as the 
bahians do and sample 
local dishes like moqueca 
(fish stew) and xinxim (lime 
chicken in crayfish and 
peanut sauce) at the modest 
but busy Porto do Moreira 
on r Carlos gomes.

Churrascaria (barbecue 
restaurants) are popular 
throughout brazil. In 
salvador, head to Boi Preto 
Prime, where they’ve been 
serving up the finest meats 
for more than two decades. 
It’s an all-you-can-eat affair, 
so arrive at the av otávio 
Mangabeira establishment 
suitably hungry.

With beautiful views of 
the marina and excellent 
bahian cuisine, Amado on 
av Lafayete Coutinho is the 
place for a special night 
out. start with drinks on the 
terrace then sit down for 
tempting seafood dishes

Don’t miss
at sunset, ride the old art 
deco Elevador Lacerda that 
connects the upper and lower 
levels of the city.

salvador’s Carnaval, held 
during February, is brazil’s 
second largest, but many 
will tell you it’s the best. 
be prepared to pay a lot of 
money to join a band and be 
part of a bloco; many choose 
to be pipoca (popcorn) on 
the street.

the bahian coast boasts 
brazil’s best beaches, but 
if you don’t want to travel 
too far, head to Porto da 
Barra. the water is calm and 
clear, the people-watching is 
fantastic and the waterfront 
is lined with bars and 
restaurants.

at sunset on saturday, head 
to the Museum de arte 
Moderna (MaM) for Jam no 
MAM, a live jazz and bossa 
nova session. 




